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Question for written answer E-004196/2014 

to the Commission 
Rule 117 

Biljana Borzan (S&D), Zita Gurmai (S&D) and Brian Simpson (S&D) 

Subject: Possibility of using EU funds to build infrastructure on the Vc transport corridor 

The pan-European corridor Vc, or European route E73, is a class A north-south European route that 
connects Hungary and eastern Croatia to Bosnia and Herzegovina and ends on Croatia’s Adriatic 
coast.  

The Hungarian section of the E73 starts at the Budapest ring motorway and ends at the 
Udvar/Duboševica border crossing, where the route crosses into Croatia.  

The E73 route through Croatia starts at the Duboševica border crossing and ends at the Slavonski 
Šamac border crossing with Bosnia and Herzegovina. The corridor then goes through Bosnia and 
Herzegovina to the southern border with Croatia, and continues for another 11 km until Opuzen. 
There, it connects with European route E65, ending at Ploče port.  

The E73 is an important transport route linking two Member States and crossing one internal and two 
external borders of the Union. Most of the length of the road going through Hungary and Croatia 
consists of motorways, but some parts, especially at the border crossing, are still two-lane roads. At 
present, this is a choke point on an important EU transport route. The E73 is also the shortest link 
between eastern Croatia and its southernmost Dubrovnik region, which is territorially not connected 
with the rest of the EU. 

Regarding Bosnia and Herzegovina, the corridor is a strategic transport link spanning the length of the 
country, but only 36 km of its 396 km length consists of motorways. Any EU commitment to upgrading 
the infrastructure could be used to leverage Bosnia and Herzegovina’s politicians with regard to much-
needed reforms and serve as a tool for long-term stability. 

Can the Commission elaborate on the possibility of using the Connecting Europe Facility or other EU 
funds to upgrade the infrastructure on the Vc corridor? Can Hungary and Croatia count on the 
Commission’s help to upgrade some 50 kilometres of the E73 that still consist of two-lane roads? 

 


